Solution Overview

Hitachi Advisory Services for SAP® Analytics
Drowning in data but starving for information? Unlock the value of your enterprise and machine data.
Data has overtaken oil as the world’s most valuable resource (source: The Economist, May, 2017). Your organization might already
analyze data from SAP® systems and the Internet of Things (IoT) to understand what’s happening and why. Take a leap forward by
predicting events—and automating the response to optimize operations and fuel growth. Modern cloud analytics requires the right
data architecture, people and processes.
With Hitachi Advisory Services for SAP Analytics you receive a complete solution—SAP Analytics Cloud integrated with leading
open-source and third-party technologies. Your organization also receives a robust framework for data governance, including
standards, quality processes, administrative processes, monitoring and an insights dashboard for decision makers.
Hitachi Advisory Service for SAP Analytics is part of Hitachi’s complete SAP portfolio of solutions and services. We help add value to
your SAP technologies and investments by optimizing the digital core, unleashing the power of the cloud and extending the digital
core with machine learning, analytics and robotic automation—for smart, connected operations.

Key Benefits
•
•
•

Achieve more value from SAP and IoT data
Increase information integrity, strengthening stakeholders’ confidence in data
Uncover data insights for a competitive advantage:
-- Business performance management
-- Price intelligence and optimization
-- Customer and product lifecycle excellence
-- Continuous monitoring of assets and preventive maintenance
-- Enhanced fraud detection and loss prevention

Solution Detail
•

Complimentary Discovery Workshop: Development of an
IoT and data strategy to build a business case with detailed
ROI to help measure your transformation

•

Strategy: Industry 4.0 journey toward Society 5.0, analytics
vision and roadmap, service approach, data science
roadmap and operational performance management

•

Architecture: On-premises, cloud or hybrid; data acquisition,
integration and persistence; data visualization architecture;
infrastructure services and support

•

Insights: Tools for reporting, machine learning, artificial
intelligence, predictive analytics and prescriptive analytics

•

Comprehensive services: Data governance, metadata
management, data quality management and data integration

•

Process guidance: Data and metrics governance, program
and portfolio management, project delivery, DevOps and
support models

To learn more about Hitachi and SAP solutions visit https://www.hitachiconsulting.com/alliances/sap.html

About Hitachi Consulting
Hitachi Consulting is the digital solutions and professional services organization within Hitachi Ltd., a global technology and social innovation
leader. Hitachi Consulting is a catalyst for positive business change, collaborating with clients to create solutions that help them innovate faster,
maximize operational efficiency and deliver measurable, sustainable business results.
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